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N A S H U A 
LODGE OF ELKS 720 

 

MONTHLY BULLETIN      JULY,  2018 

BOARD  OF  OFFICERS 
2018  /  2019 

Exalted Ruler 
Micheal E. Norway, PER, PDD 
603-320-2223 
coyot862@gmail.com 
 

Esteemed Leading Knight 
Kelly Dorgan Cote, PER (2) 
603-396-1168 
caribetan@gmail.com 
 

Esteemed Loyal Knight 
Mary Dowling-McMahon 
mrdmelks720@gmail.com 
 

Esteemed Lecturing Knight 
Robert Schneider 
rschneiderelks720 
@gmail.com  
 

Secretary 
Annette Jacques 
secretary.elks720@gmail.com 
 

Treasurer 
Crystal Long 
 

Esquire 
Andrew K. Donaghey 
 

Tiler 
Dennis M. Joy, Sr. 
 

Chaplain 
Cherri McDonough 
 

Inner Guard 
Philip Jacques 
 

                TRUSTEES 
1 Yr.   Donald Ossinger 
2 Yr.   Kelley Lacasse 
3 Yr.     Juana Fields 
4 Yr.   Erin Fadden 
5 Yr.   Matt DuMouchelle 
 

SUPPORT STAFF 
General Manager (Bar/Grille) 
Hollie Eastwood 
manager.elks720@gmail.com 
603-888-9804 
 

Newsletter 
Mary Dowling-McMahon 
mrdmelks720@gmail.com 

SIGNING THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE  
John Trumbull, 1819 
Ed. Note:  Please read the following page for the his-
tory leading up to this world changing document.  
Then, see if  you can get the movie “1776” for family 
viewing.  This describes the events leading up to the 
securing of  American Independence. Some liberties 
are taken; (that’s “Show-Biz.”)  But the obstacles 
that were overcome were enormous!  Think about it-  
A string of  lowly colonies having the audacity to 
break from their “Mother Land,” MIGHTY England. 

IMPORTANT  IMPORTANT  IMPORTANT 
There’s only one monthly meeting during the 
Summer months;  July 23rd  &  August 27th 

CANDIDATE FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP 
The following member has become eligible for 

“LIFE MEMBERSHIP STATUS” 
Eugene “Skip” Barry 

DOB:  6/4/44     Initiated:  2/7/88     Member:  31 yrs 
We wish him congrats on this important milestone.  

 

REMEMBER OUR DECEASED MEMBERS 
“The clock of  their days has stopped, 

And across the dial, the Motionless 
Shadows mark the hour of  Eleven.” 

Roland A. Bertrand 
DOB: 2/3/36   Initiated: 6/12/88 

Passed: 6/09/18   Life Memb: 31 yrs 
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The US Declaration of  Inde-
pendence was adopted by the 
2nd Continental Congress at 
the PA State House, (Independ-     
ence Hall), on July 4, 1776. 

The Declaration announced 
that the 13 American Colonies, 
then at war with Great Britain, would regard themselves as independent sover-
eign “states,” no longer under British rule.  These new states took a collective 
first step toward forming the United States of  America.  The Declaration was 
signed by reps from New Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island & Provi-
dence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. 

John Adams, pushing for independence, persuaded Congress to select 
Thomas Jefferson to compose the original draft, which Congress then edited to 
produce the final version.  The Declaration formalized why Congress voted on 
July 2 (un-opposed), to declare independence from Great Britain, more than a 
year after the outbreak of  the Revolutionary War.  Adams wrote to his wife Abi-
gail, "The Second Day of  July, 1776, will be the most memorable Epoch in the 
History of  America."  Although Independence Day is celebrated on July 4th, the 
date on the wording of  the Declaration of  Independence was approved. 

After ratification on July 4th, Congress issued the Declaration in several 
forms.  It was initially published as the “Dunlap Broadside” issue that was wide-
ly distributed and read by the public.  The source copy used for this printing has 
been lost & may have been the copy in Thomas Jefferson's hand.  Jefferson's 
original draft is preserved at the Library of  Congress, complete with changes 
made by John Adams and Benjamin Franklin, as well as Jefferson's notes of  
changes made by Congress.  The best-known version of  the Declaration is a 
signed copy that is displayed at the National Archives in Washington, D.C., and 
which is popularly regarded as the official document.  This engrossed copy was 
ordered by Congress on July 19th and signed primarily on August 2nd. 

Having served its original purpose in announcing American Independence, 
references to the text of  the Declaration were few in the following years. 
Abraham Lincoln made it the centerpiece of  his policies and his rhetoric, as in 
the Gettysburg Address of  1863.  Since then, it has become a well-known state-
ment on human rights, particularly its second sentence: 

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, 
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain Unalienable Rights, 

that among these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of  Happiness.” 
This is certainly "one of  the best-known sentences in the English language," 

containing "the most potent and consequential words in American history." 
The passage represents a moral standard to which the United States embraces.  
Lincoln considered the Declaration to be the foundation of  his political philoso-
phy and argued that it is a statement of  principles through which the United 
States Constitution should be interpreted. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Continental_Congress
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pennsylvania_State_Capitol#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence_Hall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thirteen_Colonies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_of_Great_Britain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereign_state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereign_state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_New_Hampshire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Massachusetts_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colony_of_Rhode_Island_and_Providence_Plantations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colony_of_Rhode_Island_and_Providence_Plantations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Connecticut_Colony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_New_York
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_New_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Pennsylvania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Maryland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Maryland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delaware_Colony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colony_of_Virginia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_North_Carolina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_South_Carolina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Georgia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Adams
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Jefferson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lee_Resolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Revolutionary_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abigail_Adams
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abigail_Adams
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence_Day_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_history_of_the_United_States_Declaration_of_Independence#Dunlap_broadside
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Franklin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Archives_and_Records_Administration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washington,_D.C.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Lincoln
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gettysburg_Address
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_men_are_created_equal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life,_Liberty_and_the_pursuit_of_Happiness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Constitution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Constitution
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EXALTED  RULER’S  MESSAGE;  Micheal E. Norway, PER, PDD 

As June merges quickly into July, our country celebrates its 
Birth of  Independence.  Thanks to the efforts of  Members and 
Invited Guests, our Flag Day Ceremony was an outstanding 
success in the re-visiting of  our Flag’s history, & the inherent 
patriotism that was required to wave it high.  Special thanks go 
out to Peter Kilday, PER, & AI Savage, PER, PSP, PDD, HLM, 
who read the History and Response to the legacy of  our Flag. 

Congratulations to the fourteen new members that were initiated on that 
same day.  We look forward to seeing new faces at our Lodge & our meetings. 

 Many thanks go to the Officers and Boy Scouts of  Troops No. 773 and 259 
for their comprehensive recounting of  our Flag’s history, thus making it the 
cornerstone of  both our Flag Day and New-Member-Initiation Ceremonies. 

Thanks go out to Irving Leonard and Phillip “Skippy” Jacques for treating the 
Members and Invited Guests to a sumptuous meal!  This is an exemplification 
of  the importance of  Member-Participation in the day-to-day support of  our 
Lodge and its numerous activities.  It’s Member-Participation such as this, that 
enables our Lodge to successfully provide, and continue to provide, the myriad 
of  activities and benefits that we make available for All Members to enjoy.   

All that’s asked is six hours a year.  Cumulatively, if  each member made a six 
hour commitment to their Lodge over the course of  a year, we’ll be able to pro-
vide, and I’ll say it again, continue to provide, the services and benefits we’ve 
all been accustomed to over the years, with many years in sight on the horizon. 

Remember, the more you put into ELKDOM, the more you’ll receive back. 
Just a reminder; if  you’re delinquent with your 2018 / 19 membership dues,  

I’m sure the Lodge Secretary would love to hear from you. 
Have a great and safe 4th of  July. 

Micheal E. Norway, Exalted Ruler 

NEW MEMBER 
INITIATION 

JULY 10, 2018 
 

Exalted Ruler, 
Micheal E. Norway 
proudly stands in 

front of  our newest 
ELK Members. 

  We look forward to 
seeing them at our 
Lodge & functions.  
Make sure to intro-
duce yourselves to 

this new class of   
ELKDOM’S future 
“Life–Members.”     
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NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE ELKS ASSOCIATION 
AMERICANISM ESSAY CONTEST, 2018 
At our June 4th Floor Meeting, Exalted Ruler, 
Micheal E. Norway, PER, PDD, presented Ms. 
Antoinette (Toni) Jacques with the First Place 
Award, (State Level), for the Americanism Es-
say Contest, 2018, which was sponsored by 
Nashua Lodge 720.  Toni is an eighth grade 
student at the Presentation of  Mary Academy.  
Congratulations from all here in ELKDOM, and 
especially from all of  us at Nashua Lodge 720. 
We are all very proud of  your accomplishment!   

NASHUA ELKS LODGE 720 FLAG DAY; JUNE 10, 2018 
(Submitted by Kelly Dorgan Cote, PER (2) 
Our Flag Retirement Ceremony, as well as our initiation 
of  14 new members turned out to be a heartfelt day for 
all.  There were few dry eyes as our tired flag was low-
ered, and our new flag was raised on high.  E.R. Micheal 
E. Norway, PER, PDD, escorted our retired colors to the 
waiting fires of  cremation.  While there have been sunni-
er days in Nashua, the sky was virtually clear that after-
noon, save for the wafting cloud generated by our Red 
White and Blue American Banner, floating up to where it 
will once again fly untattered over all of  ELKDOM. 

E.R. Micheal Norway 
escorts our lowered  
flag to its retirement.  

Flag Day Burners: Paul Lavigne, 
Bob Palmer, & Jack Balch 

E.R. Micheal E. Norway gives a 
final salute to our retired flag 

OUR NEW FLAG; 
LONG MAY IT WAVE 

OUR RETIRED FLAG; 
REST WELL 
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SICKNESS & DISTRESS COMMITTEE 
Submitted by Kelly Dorgan Cote, PER (2) 
Duties include, (at the member’s written request), posting relevant information 
such as hospital hours, bedside phone numbers, and a comprehensive moni-
toring of  a member’s progress and status, and where possible, discharge date 
and time information.  Contact our Lodge’s Sickness and Distress Chair, Kelly 
Dorgan Cote, PER (2), at 603-396-1168, should you learn of  an ELK member in 
need of  assistance.  Please make arrangements to call us should you become 
infirm or need assistance.  ELKS CARE !!! 

    For the 31st consecutive year, the Nashua Lodge of ELKS #720 co-hosted the 
Annual “Arrow of Light” Cub Scout Recognition Dinner at St. Joseph's Church 
Hall, Nashua, NH.  Upwards of 75 scouts, parents, scouting officials, and ELKS 
enjoyed a buffet style pasta and salad dinner cooked by members of the Arrow-
head District, and served by the Boy Scouts of Troop 424. 
   “Arrow of Light” recipients from the ten attending Packs were introduced and 
presented with their coveted awards which is equivalent to "Eagle" in the Boy 
Scouts milieu.  Eagle Scout Bryce Stack from Boy Scout Troop #424 delivered a 
talk on "What it means to be an Eagle".   
    ELKS Drug Awareness Information was placed at each setting for everyone 
to take home.  Past District Deputy and Nashua ELKS Youth Chairman Albert W. 
Savage delivered a Drug Awareness talk to the young audience stressing, 
“Say No To Drugs!”  The ELKS donated 3 ELKS Drug Awareness Soccer Balls 
and 3 Drug Awareness Basketballs for door prizes. 
 

    Front row: Left to right are the 6 winners from different Packs, proudly hold-
ing the ELKS Drug Awareness balls: Christian Miller of Pack 613, Ryan Uong of 
Pack 272, Nicholas Plant and Brendan Scully of Pack 424, Brian Goldberg of 
Pack 421 and Shaashwat Sahoo of Pack 272. 
 

     Back row: Left to right - Steve Spaziani - Arrowhead District Chairman, Tami 
Bohnert - Arrowhead District Cub Scout Advancement Chair, Elks Youth Chair-
man Albert W. Savage, PER, PSP, PDD, HLM, and Eagle Scout Bryce Stack. 

NASHUA, 

NEW HAMPSHIRE, 

ELKS LODGE #720 

COMBINES 

“ARROW OF LIGHT” 

CUB SCOUT 

RECOGNITION 

DINNER,  WITH 

THE DELIVERANCE 

OF THE ELKS DRUG 

AWARENESS PRO-

GRAM & MESSAGE  
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MOTION TO AMEND 
A SPECIFIC SECTION OF BY-LAWS OR HOUSE RULES 

  
CURRENT SECTION READS: 
  
Sec. 6 The Lodge shall have a Past Exalted Rulers Association or Advisory Committee 
which shall consist of all of the Past Exalted Rulers, as defined in section 1.140 of the 
Statues of the Order, which shall advise with and extend its counsel to all Lodge Offic-
ers and Committees, and shall have the following duties, subject to the limitations im-
posed by the Constitution and Statues of the Order: 
  
a. To elect its own Officers. 
b. To adopt rules for the conduct of its business. 
c. To hold meetings and to specify the dates of such meetings. 
d. To make recommendations for Lodge Committee appointments and candidate for 

office. 
e. To assist the Exalted Ruler. 
f. To engage in and make recommendations in other activities which will promote the 

good of the Lodge and of the Order. 
  
BE AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: 
  
ADD: 
  
Section 7. The Lodge hereby recognizes the Nashua Riders Club as the official 
Motorcycle Association of the Lodge provided its aims and purposes remain 
consistent with those of the Lodge and the Benevolent and Protective Order of 
Elks. This is an organization recognized by the Grand Lodge pursuant to Article 
III, Section 18 of the Constitution of the Order and must comply with its and Sec-
tion 13.200 of the Statues of the Order. 
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THE STARS AND STRIPES; FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  
The world-wide hope of all, who under God, would be free to live and do His will. Upon its 

folds is written the story of America; the epic of the mightiest and noblest in all history.  In 
the days when peoples of the old world groveled in abject homage to the heresy of “the di-
vine right of Kings,” a new constellation appeared in the western skies, the Stars and 
Stripes, symbolizing the divine right of all to life, liberty, happiness and peace under endow-
ment by their Creator.  That immortal story is written in blood and sweat, in heroic deeds 
and unremitting toil, in clearing the primeval forests and in planting of vast farmlands where 
once the buffalo roamed.  Onward swept the nation, spanning wide rivers, leaping vast 
mountain ranges, leaving in its path villages, farms, factories & cities, till at last this giant 
nation stood astride the continent, Atlantic to the Pacific.  This is the heritage of the people 
of the United States.  It has been repurchased by each succeeding generation and must be 
re-won again and again, lest it too shall pass like the ancient Empires of Greece and Rome.  
“The price of liberty is eternal vigilance.”  What was won at Lexington, Concord, & Bunker 
Hill had to be repurchased at Ticonderoga and Yorktown.  What John Paul Jones achieved 
upon in the War of Independence had to be repurchased by Comm. Perry in the War of 1812 
The prestige of Admiral Dewey’s victory at Manila Bay in 1898 was rewon by the naval bat-
tles in the seas about the far‑distant islands of the Pacific, after the sneak attacks upon 
Pearl Harbor and Manila in 1941.  Our country to assumed its role in World War II.  What our 
troops achieved under the Stars and Stripes at Chateau-Thierry and Flanders in WW I, their 
sons were required to repurchase in World War II in the bloody trek across northern Africa, 
on the beachheads of Europe and in the Battle of the Bulge.  The Flag our American men 
raised at Iwo Jima was the same Flag later raised in the defense of Inchon, Pusan and Pork 
Chop Hill in far-off Korea.  Then another generation under the same Flag bled to stem the 
threat of communism in far-off Vietnam.  Our young people were again called to carry our 
Flag in the defense of a free world in Grenada and Panama.  Willingly, our forces carried 
our Flag and the honor of the American people into battle in Operation Desert Storm. 

And who among us will ever forget the sight of firefighters raising our Flag over the ruins 
of the World Trade Center, the military personnel draping our Flag on the side of the Penta-
gon, or the citizens of Somerset County, PA, placing our Flag near the site where brave 
Americans died fighting the hijackers of Flight No. 93?  No other symbol could have offered 
such comfort, as we still endure the horrors of that day.  Today, American Armed Forces 
carry our Flag in the villages of Iraq, the mountains of Afghanistan and the jungles of the 
Philippines and wherever terrorism may reside.  Their struggle against the sponsors of ter-
rorism is the hardest battle yet, and this threat to our Nation, and to our way of life, is cer-
tainly as great a challenge as our Flag has ever seen.  The resurgence of patriotism since 
9/11, has rekindled respect for our Flag.  We see the Star Spangled Banner wherever we 
turn, on homes, businesses, automobiles and billboards.  Such displays stimulate our love 
for our Nation and remind us of the sacrifices being made by our Armed Forces around the 
world; and, they are a tribute to the heroes of the Police and Fire Departments the Nation 
over.  The greatest significance of this Flag, however, lies in the influence it has in the 
hearts and minds of millions of people.  It has waved over the unparalleled progress of a na-
tion in developing democratic institutions, scientific and technological knowledge, educa-
tion and culture.  It has served as a beacon for poor and oppressed refugees abroad and 
stands as a promise that the underprivileged will not be forgotten.  What is the meaning of 
the Flag of the United States?  There can never be a definitive answer to that question. 

There are people in this world who see it as a symbol of imperialism; others see it as a 
destiny of the people.  But reference to these and similar views of the Flag was resolved by 
Woodrow Wilson when he said:  “This Flag, which we honor and under which we serve, is 
the emblem of our nation’s unity, our power, & our thought.  It has no other character than 
that which we give it from generation to generation.  The choices are ours.” Only love, true 
love of our fellow man, can create peace.  The emblem and token of that love is the Stars 
and Stripes, the symbol of the American way of life. 
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LODGE #720 
PAID IN FULL 
AS OF 6/20/18 

MONTHLY  MEETINGS  /  LODGE  ACCESS 
SIGNED  2018 / 19 MEMBERSHIP CARDS 

When attending a floor meeting, please  present your SIGNED  
2018 - 2019 Membership Card for validation at the “Hall” entrance.  
Additionally, as of  May 1st, dues delinquent “white-key-cards,” have 
been de-activated, denying electronic Lodge access. There can be no 
exceptions to this mandate.  If  you’ve paid your dues, make sure to 
retain your receipt which will be admissible during this interim as we 
update our roster, and reset the Lodge-Auto-Entry. 

PLEASE help us reach our 100% P.I.F. target.  
 

NEWSLETTER  MATERIAL 
Our goal is to have all “Chair” Newsletter materials in our hands no later than 
the 5th of  the previous month.  i.e. March News = Feb 5th cut-off.  Similarly, all 
“non-chair” materials must be received by the 10th of  the previous month.  As a 
reminder, it is the “Chair,” or organizer’s responsibility, to verify material accu-
racy such as dates, times, venues, and most importantly, contact personnel!  
This gives us the opportunity to flag any conflicts.  ! We thank you in advance ! 
 

DISPLACED MEMBERS - WE NEED YOUR HELP 
We have been unsuccessful in reaching or locating the following ELK members 

Joanne M Labranche; Francis A Perrotta; Kenneth W. Stewart; Douglas J. Hayes  

If  any member knows their whereabouts, or are able to reach these members, 
contact  Lodge Secretary Annette Jacques at  secrtery.elks720@gmail.com  
 

PAINT NIGHT;  (PAINTING UNDER THE INFLUENCE) 
After a few scheduling snafus, we’re nailing down the details for our 
next “Paint Night.”  These are always a lot of  fun for both seasoned & 
novice “DaVinci’s” alike.  The co$t per-painter will be based on the 
number of  people who participate.  Why not consider giving it a try! 
You won’t be disappointed.  See upcoming newsletters for details. 

 

PIZZA NIGHT AT THE ELKS;  JULY 10th & 24th, AND AUGUST 25th 
With a “Murphy” Drive address, you know we gotta have an ELKS 
PIZZA NIGHT!  The early reports on our “Pizza Efforts” have been 
sono boni.  So come on down and have an authentic taste of  Italy 
right here in Nashua.  Don’t be surprised if  you see people breaking 
out in tarantellas and dancing in the aisles.  

88 % 

100 % 

ELKS WITH “CHUTZPAH” 
Below is a very brief  list of  notable ELKS who “Gave The Sign”  long before us. 

(This particular slate of  luminaries hale from the Sports sector.) 
 

       Honus Wagner (baseball player)        Bobby Jones (golfer) 
       Vince Lombardi (football coach)        Casey Stengel (baseball manager) 
       Mickey Mantle (baseball player)        Whitey Ford (baseball player) 
       Knute Rockne (football)         Katy Easterday (football) 
       Dick Weber (pro bowler)         Babe Ruth (baseball player) 
       Jon Condo (football)          Eli Manning (football) 

Just an observation - how come there are so many DAMN YANKEES ? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honus_Wagner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobby_Jones_(golfer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vince_Lombardi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casey_Stengel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mickey_Mantle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitey_Ford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knute_Rockne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katy_Easterday
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Weber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babe_Ruth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jon_Condo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eli_Manning
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         ELKS “Ye  Olde  
      Bulletin  Board”  

         GRILLE ROOM 
HOURS OF OPERATION 

 

Sun: 11:30 AM   8:00 PM 
Mon:   4:00 PM   10:00 PM 
Tue:   4:00 PM   10:00 PM 
Wed: 11:30 AM  10:00 PM 
Thu: 11:30 AM  11:30 PM 
Fri: 11:30 AM  11:30 PM 
Sat: 11:30 AM   11:30 PM 
 

    Holidays: See Calendar 

Long time member, Rhoblemski 

Phoffdinkle, is seeing non-tax-

deductible donations to apply to 

his wife’s tattoo removals. 

555-555-5555 

Firearms are 
NOT  PERMITTED 
in ELKS LODGE 

# 720 

SEEN OUR NEW GRILLE ROOM  ??? 
There’s lots of convenient parking, and our Grille Room, Bar, & Meeting Hall are 
                 totally H/C accessible & smoke-free.  This spacious, modern 
                 facility, has 4 giant TV’s for sports, as well as “ELK PRICED” 
                beer, wine, & spirits.  Our New Kitchen offers a modest, and yes 
sometimes ambitious bill of fare that is worth the ride down to 12 Murphy Drive. 

We’ve even carved out a smoking room for that “after-dinner-puff.” 
 

Make sure to eye our Hall which is competitively priced for all function rentals. 
For members only, we have our “QUEEN OF ”DRAWING - WED. AT 7:30 PM, 
& our “ROLLOVER” DRAWING - FRI. AT 9: PM;  you need not be present to win! 
 

We’ve got “paper” and “electronic” PULL TABS, and we’ve just recently added 
to our repertoire of  crowd pleasing favorites.  And as if  that wasn’t 
enough, we also offer all other N.H. Lottery venues including LOTTO  

Mega Millions, Power Ball, Mega Bucks, Pick 3, Pick 4, as well as Scratch-Off  
tickets of  every size, shape, theme, and monetary denomination.  So if  you’re 
itchin’ for scratchin’, hankerin’ for a hamburger, & salivatin’ for “suds,” stop by 
your ELKS LODGE at 12 Murphy Drive.  We’ve re-defined “One Stop Shopping!” 
 

NEWSLETTER  BY  E-MAIL 
If  you’d prefer getting your Newsletter by E-Mail instead of  via Post, simply send 
us an E-Mail request, (OR) a signed note in our secure suggestion box, (OR) con-
tact Annette Jacques at secretary.elks720@gmail.com.  $ave The Tree$ 
 

“FUNCTIONAL-STRENGTH” TRAINING 
Our lodge is planning “Functional Strength” classes, conducted by a certified 
exercise trainer, on either Sat./Sun. mornings at 9 AM.  Cost = $10 / session.  
Contact Kelly Dorgan Cote at 603-396-1168, or caribetan@gmail.com  
 

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK  (Submitted by Mary Dowling-McMahon) 
We encourage members to take advantage of our FREE Bulletin Board.  It’s a 
great way to share your non-commercial announcements to 600 (+) fellow ELKS  
Selling a car / boat?  Post it!       New Kids / Grandkids / G-Grandkids? Congrats! 
Anniversary / Birthday / Engagement / Divorce / Stay Of Execution?  Mazeltov! 
Relocating?  Tell us!         Retiring?  Tell us.         Hit the Lottery?  “TELL ME” !!! 
We look forward to hearing from you.  Drop a note in our secure suggestion box, 
or an E-Mail to mrdmelks720 @gmail.com.  Remember, this is  YOUR newsletter! 
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DATED MATERIAL 
 

Return Service Requested 
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 8                     9                      10                 11                    12                     13                   14 

15                    16                   17                  18                    19                    20                    21 

22                   23                    24                   25                    26                   27                   28 

 29                   30                   31  Kitchen Open  Wed, Thu, & Fri 
    11:30 AM - 2:00 PM    LUNCH 
       5:00 PM - 8:30 PM   DINNER 

 
 

          Floor 
        Meeting 
        7:30 PM 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

ROLLOVER DWG 

 
 
 

General 
Newsletter 

SUBMISSION 
CUT-OFF 

B.O.D. 
MEETING 
7:00 PM 

RED CROSS 
BLOOD DRIVE  
2 - 7 PM 

Event Chair 
Newsletter 

SUBMISSION 
CUT-OFF 

RED CROSS 
BLOOD DRIVE  
2 - 7 PM 

  4th of 
    JULY 
 

Q. of  DWG 

Q. of  DWG 

Q. of  DWG 

Q. of  DWG 

ROLLOVER DWG 

ROLLOVER DWG 

ROLLOVER DWG 

PIZZA NIGHT  

PIZZA NIGHT  


